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At the heart of NMR: the nuclear spin


NMR exploits the nuclear spin to gain information on the structure
and dynamics of systems



The spin is a property described by quantum mechanics with no
macroscopic equivalence



Not all the nuclei have a spin




Only those with an odd mass number (A) or atomic number (Z)

Most nuclei are NMR-active
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At the heart of NMR: the nuclear spin


Most nuclei have at least one NMR-active isotope
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At the heart of NMR: the nuclear spin


Organic nuclei have at least one NMR-active isotope!



Despite low natural abundance of 13C you can usually do 1D and basic 2D



15N



Isotopic enrichment sometimes necessary for more subtle information (i.e.
more sophisticated experiments)

tougher but 2D sometimes can work
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At the heart of NMR: the nuclear spin


The spin property has an associated angular moment (I)




Behaves as if the nucleus rotated (it does not!)

The spin number is quantized, the corresponding angular
moment has a number of projections (2I+1) depending on
the spin number




I= ½ → 2 states (I=- ½ or I=½)

These are the energetic states in which the spin can be
z




II

Iz

Iz

Iz = +1/2


Iz

Iz = -1/2

Iz


I

I
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At the heart of NMR: the nuclear spin


The spin property results in a magnetic moment


The angular and magnetic moments are connected by a proportionality
constant - the gyromagnetic ratio 
𝜇 =𝛾∙𝐼



Tells how strong this little magnet will be!



Specific to each nucleus
Atome

 (107 rad T-1s-1)



Abondance
naturelle

1H

26.75

99.985

2H

4.11

0.015

13C

6.73

1.108

14N

1.93

99.63

15N

-2.71

0.37

17O

-3.63

0.037

19F

25.18

100

29Si

-5.32

4.7

31P

10.84

100

Generally parallel to the angular
moment





I
>0




<0

I
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Magnetic interactions – Macroscopic world


A magnetic moment interacts with a magnetic field
B0


B0



𝐸 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝐵0 = −𝛾 ∙ 𝐼𝑧 ∙ 𝐵𝑧
Low
energy



A magnetic moment which spins (angular moment) in a magnetic field
precesses




High
energy

Bicycle wheel precession: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8H98BgRzpOM

A precessing magnet in a coil induces a current in it (law of induction):


𝐸=−

Faraday’s Law
voltage



𝜕Φ𝐵
𝜕𝑡

Variation of magnetic flux

Reciprocal is Ampère’s law (current in coil produces magnetic field)
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Nuclear spins interact with magnetic fields
The states (orientations) of the angular moment have the same energy unless
a magnetic field is applied


The degenerate energy levels are splitted in the magnetic field (B0) (Zeeman effect)



The energy of each state depends on the interaction between the magnetic moment
and the magnetic field

𝐸 = 𝜇 ∙ 𝐵0 = −𝛾 ∙ 𝐼𝑧 ∙ 𝐵𝑧


(-) sign so E is minimum when in same direction



The stronger the  and B0, the higher the energy
B0


B0



No B0
Energy



Low
energy



High
energy

B0

m = -½
E=HħB

m = +½

They are separated by an energy difference E = ħB
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Nuclear spins interact with magnetic fields




The energy levels are splitted in the magnetic field (B0)
They are separated by an energy difference E = ħB
Boltzmann distribution of populations:

B0


B0



𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤
Low
energy



𝑘𝐵 𝑇

High
energy

Ex: 1H in a 11.7 T (500 MHz), E≈3·10-25 J << kBT≈ 4·10-21 J




= 𝑒 −Δ𝐸

Excited levels very weakly populated!

In NMR the direction of the static magnetic field (𝑧) differs from the others
(𝑥 and 𝑦): orientation of the molecule is important!
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The NMR signal – Larmor frequency


In the magnetic field, the combination of magnetic and angular
moment generates a spin precession around the magnetic field
z = +½ħ
B0

 

Iz = +½

E = - +½ħB

z = -½ħ
Iz = -½



E = +½ħB

The precession frequency depends on  and B0 :
𝜔 = 𝛾 ∙ 𝐵0
(in rad·s-1)


It is the Larmor frequency


The greater the magnetic field, the greater the frequency!
 1H:

11.7 T  500 MHz
14.1 T  600 MHz
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The NMR signal – Larmor frequency


In the magnetic field, the combination of magnetic and angular
moment generates a spin precession around the magnetic field
z = +½ħ
B0

 

Iz = +½

E = - +½ħB

z = -½ħ
Iz = -½



The precession frequency depends on  and B0 :
𝜔 = 𝛾 ∙ 𝐵0
(in rad·s-1)


It is the Larmor frequency


The greater the magnetic field, the greater the frequency!
 1H:



E = +½ħB

11.7 T  500 MHz
14.1 T  600 MHz

The collective behavior of all spins generates a macroscopic
magnetization which is the NMR signal


Oscillating magnetization in a coil induces an oscillating voltage which
can be measured (Faraday’s law): this is the signal!
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Hardware – what is in an NMR spectrometer?


Static magnet (superconducting)



Probe





Contains the sample placed at maximum magnetic field



Coil around the sample for radiofrequency (RF) emission and signal reception

Consoles




RF generation and signal treatment

Computer
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The NMR signal – Larmor frequency


We can induce transitions (resonances) between energy levels using
electromagnetic radiation (RF field)
 That’s why we pulse!



Resonance condition: ∆𝐸 = ℎν = 𝛾 ∙ ℎ ∙ 𝐵 ( transition frequency in Hz)



Directly detectable transitions between adjacent levels only

no B0

with B0

Energy

Iz = -½
Iz = ±½

E = +½ħB

E = ħB
Iz = +½

RF
E = -½ħB
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The NMR signal – Sensitivity


Nuclei with high  are usually easier to observe:


Magnetic moment is proportional to  :






Larmor frequency is proportional to  :


Induced current in coil proportional to the rate of change of magnetization



Fast precession = higher voltage

Population difference between excited and ground states is proprtional to Zeeman
splitting itself proportional to  (Boltzmann)




Strongly magnetic spins, large macroscopic moment and therefore strong NMR
signal

Higher difference between energy levels

Stronger  usually have shorter T1


Fast repetition rates

𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙
∝ 𝛾
𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒

5 2

𝐵0

3 2
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The NMR signal – Various nuclei


Because each nucleus has a different gyromagnetic ratio, the
resonance frequency will be different at a given B0
Resonance frequency of common nuclei
in a 14.1 T magnetic field



Nucleus

Frequency
(MHz)

1H

600

2H

92.2

13C

151.0

15N

60.8

31P

243.3

We can thus selectively excite nuclei with RF!


That’s why we need consoles with several amplifiers!
 1H



amp
X nuclei amp
Y nuclei amp
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Signal – Fourier transform NMR


A spectrum has several peaks with (slightly) different resonance frequencies:
how do we detect them all?



Different frequencies are gradually
excited by varying the pulse
frequency



All frequencies are simultaneously
excited using a short strong RF
pulse



A lot of time spent detecting
nothing



All the information at once but
complex → Needs Fourier
transform!
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Signal – Fourier transform NMR



A spectrum has several peaks with (slightly) different resonance frequencies
All transition frequencies (leading to a peak) are simultaneously excited using
a short RF pulse
The response to this pulse contains all the frequencies of the spectrum
 We measure a signal that decreases following the pulse



It’s the Free Induction Decay (FID)
Amplitude as a function of time (voltage in coil due to magnetization precession)

FID
amplitude



time
frequency





The Fourier transform converts the signal from the time domain (s) to
obtain a frequency spectrum (s-1 or Hz)
Experiment repeated to improve S/N ratio
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Signal excitation – Radiofrequency pulse


All transition frequencies (leading to a peak) are simultaneously excited using
a short high power RF pulse

Voltage
(amplitude)

Larmor frequency

Duration
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The NMR signal – Radiofrequency pulse


Effect of the radiofrequency pulse: tilt angle (nutation)



Oscillating field in a coil creates a magnetic field (Ampère’s law).



In presence of this new magnetic field, the magentization will rotate:
z

z

B0

B0

x

y

x

z

θ

2θ

B0

y

y

x

or:
pulse duration

2 x pulse duration
Higher amplitude



A 90º pulse will rotate equiibrium magnetization into the (xy) plane



A 180º pulse will rotate equiibrium magnetization onto the -z axis
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The NMR signal – two-dimensional NMR


2D NMR: establishes correlations between resonances



Useful when peaks overlap, used to measure distances, identify neighbors…



Principle: Record a series of experiments with:


A delay increased stepwise during which spins can evolve (chemical shift…)



A mixing time during which they can establish correlations (mix)



A fixed acquisition delay to detect the modulation of standard spectra by evolution
delay

Mixing:
Correlations
established
t1

2nd dimension
evolution
(indirect)

1st dimension
detection
(direct)
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The NMR signal – two-dimensional NMR

t1=0

Series of experiments with variable evolution delay
preparation
preparation

preparation

preparation

t2

mixing
mixing

d1

2d1
3d1

mixing

mixing

t2

t2
t2

Normal 1D spectrum
(1st dimension, direct)

Peak oscillation at 2 as
a function of t1
(2nd dimension, indirect)



If peaks A and B are correlated, peak B will be modulated by frequency of
peak A (and A by B).



Double Fourier transform will yield an off-diagonal peak at the intersection of
frequencies A and B.
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The NMR signal – two-dimensional NMR


1D spectrum




Each peak has an intensity and a single frequency

2D spectrum


Each peak has 2 coordinates in frequency (ω1, ω2)



These coordinates show a correlation between
frequencies



Amplitude of peaks related to intensity of correlation



Usually shown as contour lines
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Signal decay – T1 Relaxation


Return of the signal to equilibrium submitted to external influences
hν
T1 relaxation
hν

excitation

𝑀 𝑡 = 𝑀0 𝑒


−𝑡

𝑇1

Longitudinal relaxation (T1, spin-lattice relaxation)


Excited nucleus transfers its energy to its environment (lattice)



Helped by fast molecular motions such as translations, rotations, vibrations



Decay of signal provides information on the sample’s motions on the nanosecond
timescale



T1s can be long (≈s), several seconds for quaternary carbons



Recycle delay
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Signal decay – T2 relaxation


Return of the signal to equilibrium submitted to external influences
ZACEGDBHIFJLXMUPRQKTOVSWNY

(incoherent)

excitation
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRTSUVWXYZ

(coherent)

T2 relaxation
ALKJHGFDSPOIUYTREWQMNBVCXZ

𝑀𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑀0𝑥 𝑒


−𝑡

(incoherent)

𝑇2

Transverse relaxation (T2 , spin-spin relaxation)


Loss of coherence of the spins



Can be attributed to magnetic field inhomogeneity and low frequency motions



Decay of transverse signal provides information on the sample’s motions on the
millisecond timescale
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Signal decay – T2 relaxation


T2 effect on linewidth

Fid decay
time domain (s)
𝑀𝑥 𝑡 = 𝑀0𝑥 𝑒

−𝑡

𝑇2

Peak width
frequency domain (1/s=Hz)
1
∆𝜐1 =
2
𝜋𝑇2
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Relaxation – T1, T2 variations





Both T1 and T2 vary with dynamics of system (correlation time)
T1 varies with magnetic field strength

The decay of the signal provides information on the sample’s fast (T1 ≈
ns) and slow motions (T2≈ ms)
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Relaxation – heteronuclear NOE effect


Transfer of population difference (polarization) between sensitive and
insensitive nuclei


Boltzmann:



𝛾 1𝐻 > 𝛾

𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤

13𝐶

= 𝑒 −Δ𝐸

𝑘𝐵 𝑇

⟺ Δ𝐸 1𝐻 > Δ𝐸

13𝐶

⟺

𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤

(1𝐻) >

𝑁ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
𝑁𝑙𝑜𝑤

(13𝐶)

NOE effect

1H



13C

13C

How?: use cross relaxation!
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Relaxation – heteronuclear NOE effect


Polarization transfer through cross-relaxation
H+C+
1H

hν

Cross relaxation
13C

H+C-

H-C+

hν

H-C

Saturation of 1H resonances leads to cross-relaxation from 1H to 13C and
polarization transfer



The resulting intensity enhancement can be calculated:



Factor fo 2.99 for I=1H and S=13C!!

𝛾

𝜀𝑁𝑂𝐸 = 1 + 2𝛾𝐼

𝑆
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Relaxation – heteronuclear NOE effect


Polarization transfer through cross-relaxation


The resulting intensity enhancement can be calculated:

𝛾

𝜀𝑁𝑂𝐸 = 1 + 2𝛾𝐼

𝑆

1H

13C





Gated decoupling – NOE without decoupling
Maximum intensity reached in the order of seconds
Standard 13C experiment: not quantitative!
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Relaxation – homonuclear NOE effect


Cross-relaxation between same nuclei (typically 1H)






Related to the proximity between nuclei → Structure!
The effect depends on motion

For a molecule with m.w. of 500 g.mol-1 at 600 MHz: 1H-1H NOE=0!!
Intensity of homonuclear NOE correlation varies as 1/r6
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Before we go further…


Most organic nuclei have a property called spin



There is a magnetic moment associated with the spin and the nucleus
can thus interact with a magnetic field



With a strong magnetic field and high-power radio-frequency fields we
can do spectroscopy



What for? Because the resonance frequency of a nucleus depends on
its chemical environment and nuclei interact with each other . We thus
have access to:





Identification
Structure
Dynamics
Interactions (binding)

The NMR interactions


In addition to the Zeeman effect (nucleus-magnetic field interaction),
spins interact with their surroundings
Magnetic interactions

Chemical shifts

Spin-spin couplings
Indirect (through bonds)

Isotropic

Anisotropic

J-couplings

Electric interactions
Quadrupolar coupling

Direct (through space)

Dipolar couplings

The NMR interactions – Chemical shift


In a molecule, not all 13C or 1H have the same resonance frequency: it varies
with the position of the nuclei in the molecule


Electron density in a chemical bond affects the resonance frequency
z

a
b

d
z

d
a

b



The NMR interactions – Chemical shift


In a molecule, not all 13C or 1H have the same resonance frequency: it varies
with the position of the nuclei in the molecule


Electron density in a chemical bond affects the resonance frequency
z

a
b


d

b

a



d
z



The effective magnetic field (Beff) felt by the nucleus is smaller than the
external B0


Due to the shielding effect from the electrons moving in their orbitals
Beff = (B0 – B’) = B0(1-)


 proportionality constant between the external and effective magnetic fields



a.k.a. shielding or screening constant

The NMR interactions – Chemical shift


The dependence of the frequency of a nucleus to its local electronic
environment (chemical shift) offers one of the most important sources
of structural information





Identify chemical functions
Affected by structure: (C , CO) in β-sheet ≠ (C , CO) in α-helix

Peak position on the spectrum generally given in chemical shift
instead of frequency


Chemical shift d is the difference between the frequency of a nucleus and
that of a reference (ex: TMS, DSS)
𝛿 = 106 ∙





𝜈−𝜈𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝜈𝑟𝑒𝑓

Therefore d does not depend on B0
Given in ppm (parts per million)
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The NMR interactions – Chemical shift


The chemical shift is one of the most important sources of structural
information: ex. 1H NMR
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The NMR interactions – Chemical shift


The chemical shift is one of the most important sources of structural
information: ex. 13C NMR
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The NMR interactions – Spin-spin couplings


The signal recorded by NMR also depends on the magnetic interaction
of a nucleus with neighbouring atoms


Two types of interactions:


J-couplings (through bonds)



Dipolar couplings (through space)
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The NMR interactions – J-couplings


J-coupling or scalar coupling:




Through bonds, Indirect

The scalar coupling is propagated by the electrons
in the chemical bond


Homo- and heteronuclear couplings



The distance between the peaks in the multiplets is
called the coupling constant J



This coupling produces multiplets on the spectrum


CH3-CH2-O-CH2-CH3

Number of peaks depends on the number of equivalent
neighbours

Homonuclear coupling.
Methyl signal divided into a
triplet by the interaction with the
neighbouring methylene

1
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The NMR interactions – J-couplings



J-coupling is propagated by the electrons in the chemical bond
This coupling produces multiplets on the spectrum


Number of peaks depends on the number of equivalent neighbours
+½

-½

+½

+½

-½

+½

-½ -½ +½ +½

+½

-½

+½

-½ -½ +½ +½
-½ -½ -½ +½ +½

1
11
121
1331
14641
1 5 10 10 5 1
. . . . . . .
. . . . . . . .
Pascal’s triangle



J-coupling values:





1H-1H:

Hz
1H-13C: Hz
13C-31P: Hz
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The NMR interactions – J-couplings
 1H-1H

J-coupling values

Environment

Coupling

Value (Hz)

Aliphatic, H-C-H, geminal

2J

HH

-15 - -10

Aliphatic, H-C-C-H

3J

HH

6-8

Aldehyde, H-C-CO-H

3J

HH

2-3

Alkene, H-C-H, geminal

2J

HH

0-3

Alkene, H-C=C-H, trans

3J

HH

12-18

Alkene, H-C=C-H, cis

3J

HH

6-12

Aromatic, H-C~C-H

3J

HH

6-10

Aromatic, H-C~C~C-H

4J

HH

1-3
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The NMR interactions – J-couplings


X-1H J-coupling values

Environment

Coupling

Value (Hz)

Aliphatic, C-H

1J

CH

125-135

Aliphatic, CX-H (X=N,O,S)

1J

CH

135-155

Alkene, =C-H

1J

CH

155-170

Alkyne, ≡C-H

1J

CH

240-250

Aromatic, ~C-H

1J

CH

155-165

C-F

1J

CF

160

C-C-F

2J

CF

20-50

C-C-C-F

3J

CF

5

H-C-F

2J

HF

40-60

H-C-C-C-F

4J

HF

5

H-P

1J

HP

180-200

H-C-P

2J

HP

0.5

H-C-C-P

3J

HP

14

H-P=O

1J

HP

630

H-C-C-P=O

3J

HP

16
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The NMR interactions – J-couplings


J-coupling affected by the position of the atoms involved in the interaction
 The 3J coupling varies with the dihedral angle 
CC
between 2 H-C-C planes


 Karplus relationship:
H
H




3J

= A + B cos + C cos2

(A = 2 Hz, B = -1 Hz, C =10 Hz)

Karplus curve: cis/trans conformation in organic
molecules


Ex: coupling of HN and Ha protons in a polypeptide chain
informs on backbone



J constant value can be correlated to a  angle
Characteristic /y values for conformations such as a-helices
and b-sheets
Phe4
aromatic

Phe4 NH
3J
NH-Hα

O

Tyr1
aromatic

Met5 NH
3J
NH-Hα

C
Ca c
8.2

8

7.8
7.6
7.4
chemical shift (ppm)

7.2

R

O

7

6.8

Marcotte et al. (2004) Biophys. J. 86, 1587

f

y C

Ca

N
H
H

Ca
N

H

Dihedral angles
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Simplifying spectra - Decoupling


J-coupling produces multiplets on the spectrum



Spectral crowding
Intensity of a single nucleus (integral) distributed over many peaks

13C

saturation
1H

13C



Improved resolution and signal intensity!
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The NMR interactions – Dipolar couplings


The magnetic moment of a nucleus can locally affect a neighbouring
nucleus and perturb the magnetic field it senses



This through-space dipolar coupling depends on the cubic distance
(1/r3) between the nuclei and their relative position vs. magnetic field
direction (angle θ)
B0



Energy of the dipolar coupling:

𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 =

𝜇0 𝛾1 𝛾2 3𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 𝜃−1
−
∙
4𝜋 𝑟 3
2



0o : E = 22/r3  maximum



90o : E = - 2/r3



54.7o : E = null

2

1

r
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The NMR interactions – Dipolar couplings



Dipolar coupling generates doublets on the
spectrum
Homo- or heteronuclear coupling


E.g.. For 1H et 13C






KAX = 8950 Hz if rCH = 1.5 Å
KAX = 472 Hz if rCH = 4 Å
KAX = 30.2 Hz if rCH = 10 Å

 Compared to scalar coupling, dipolar
interactions are strong

AX isolated spin pair (I, S= ½) in a monocrystal at
different angles with respect to the magentic field.
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The NMR interactions – Dipolar couplings



Dipolar coupling generates doublets on the
spectrum
Homo- or heteronuclear coupling


E.g.. For 1H et 13C








KAX = 8950 Hz if rCH = 1.5 Å
KAX = 472 Hz if rCH = 4 Å
KAX = 30.2 Hz if rCH = 10 Å

 Compared to scalar coupling, dipolar
interactions are strong

AX isolated spin pair (I, S= ½) in a monocrystal at
different angles with respect to the magentic field.

Not observed in solution NMR as  rapidly and randomly varies




Averaging effect (isotropy)
But exploited in experiments such as NOESY to know distances between
nuclei (indirectly through relaxation)


Important for structural information



Intensity of homonuclear NOE correlation varies as 1/r6
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The NMR interactions – Quadrupolar interaction




Quadrupolar coupling = interaction between electric moment of a
nucleus due to non-uniform charge distribution and electric field
gradient at the nucleus
Only if spin ≥1




Ex.: deuterium (2H), 14N

Quadrupolar interaction modifies the energy of the spin states



Double peaks in 2H SS-NMR
Separated by the quadrupolar splitting Q
Zeeman

0



Zeeman +
quadrupolar

 Q

0

Very broad spectra: less used in the study of small organic molecules
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Next




Hardware
Most useful NMR experiments
Processing
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